Smile Cleaning to Offer Environmentally Friendly Cleaning
In response to requests from customers and changing trends Smile are pleased to
announce that they are extending their ECO Friendly cleaning services. The move
gives customers the option to keep the high standards of service they have become
accustomed to '...but without it costing the Earth'.
August 17, 2012 (FPRC) -- Smile Cleaning have offered an affordable commercial office cleaning
solution to organisations and businesses across the North West of England for nearly twenty years.
Delivering a high quality yet totally affordable service is why Smile Cleaning has many loyal
customers.
Based centrally from their head office facility at Birchwood, Warrington Smile Cleaning are pleased
to announce that they are enhancing their Environmental focus and with a particular aim to reduce
reliance on harsh and potentially environmentally damaging chemicals. Chief Executive, Jane
Burrows commented '...with nearly 20 years experience and nearly 200 staff we can offer a
complete solution to all enterprises of whatever size and we can achieve this without it costing the
earth...'!
Smile provides a local, fully insured commercial cleaning service to help ensure a clean, safe and
hygienic environment for workers & customer’s alike. Their offering, whilst completely affordable, is
still a high quality individually customised solution for all commercial and office cleaning
requirements - no job too big or small for Smile. To see more details about how Smile Cleaning can
help you visit their web site at http://www.smilecleaning.co.uk or give them a call on 01925 811 411.
Smile employees are fully trained to work to their own exacting high standards and to undertake
their work with a pleasant, friendly, courteous manner and of course a Smile! They promise to leave
your offices spotlessly clean! They supply all cleaning materials required and indeed that is what
most customers prefer. The new 'Green Eco Friendly' cleaning option where no chemical
substances are used at all, only natural and organic products is expected to be particularly popular.
Sometimes customers will require to have C.R.B. checked or Security Cleared staff and Smile are
pleased to provide appropriately vetted and cleared staff. This is important as the cleaners will often
have access to keys and alarm codes so trust is a vital element and one area where Smile Cleaning
has an impeccable reputation.
Smile are recruiting additional staff, again please visit their website for more details on current job
vacancies
and
environmental
cleaning
(Go
to
http://www.smilecleaning.co.uk/eco-green-cleaning.html ).
Contact Information
For more information contact Jane Burrows of Smile Cleaning
(http://www.smilecleaning.co.uk/liverpool.html)
01925811411
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